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The PR industry is awash with claims that journalists increasingly 
prefer PR professionals to contact them on Twitter rather than phone 
or email, forcing enthusiastic communications teams to get to the 
point and save valuable time. But how true is this? And to what 
extent has social media transformed the way in which media work. 
Text 100 set out to find the answer.  
 
In March 2012, Text 100 interviewed 72 journalists about the use of 
social media in their professional lives. We wanted to understand 
how these new channels affect the way journalists do their jobs and 
whether this has an impact on the way PR professionals should 
engage with them.  
 
All of the participants we interviewed are full-time professional 
journalists working across a range of different media, including print, 
web and broadcast. We collected a range of qualitative and 
quantitative data relating to the way they used social media in  
their jobs.   

Introduction 



Main 
Findings 

Corporate  
blogs were listed as 

the most useful 
social media  

channel 
 

86% of 
journalists use 

a Twitter 
account for 

work  
 

On average a  
journalist will use  
2.6 different social 

media channels every 
time they research  

a story 
 

Over 40% of  
journalists 

use a Facebook  
account to manage 
their professional 

relationships 
 



Journalists  
still rely heavily  

on press releases 
for news  
stories 

 

Wikipedia is  
cited as a 

useful resource 
for background  

data 
 

LinkedIn is  
used to search for 

industry experts and 
company spokespeople 
to interview and 84% of 
journalists are happy to 

be approached via 
LinkedIn 

 

More journalists  
said that PR contact was 
welcome via phone calls 
and emails than through 

any of their social  
media channels 

 

Facebook  
is one of the least 

useful channels with 
only 42% of media 

welcoming  
contact  

via it 



Research 
Channels 

Social media has provided a new array of 
information sources for journalists to call 
upon when researching their articles, but 
how useful are they in reality? We asked 
journalists to give each of the major social 
media channels a rating based on how 
valuable they find them when researching 
companies or products for an article.  
 
The question included separate options for 
official channels managed by the company in 
question and independent third party 
channels, for example fan-blogs or unofficial 
Facebook groups.  
 
We also asked participants to rate the 
usefulness of press releases and corporate 
websites on the same scale, to allow us to 
compare more traditional tools against  
social channels.  
 

“85%  
welcome PR  

contact through  
their Twitter  

profiles”     

84% are 
happy to be 
approached 
via LinkedIn 

Research 
channels 

Only 42% 
welcome 
contact 
via 
Facebook 
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You might be surprised to learn that press releases were ranked as 
the most useful information resource of all these options. While some 
quarters of the PR industry have been quick to herald the demise of 
the press release, our research clearly shows that journalists still rely 
on them as an important source of news.  
 
The high score given to corporate websites also highlights the 
importance of having a comprehensive online press centre, since this 
is also one of the first channels that journalists turn to for information 
about an organisation.  
 
Corporate blogs were listed as the most useful social media channel, 
which adds weight to the case for investing in a solid brand journalism 
programme.  
 
Despite some debate over its accuracy, Wikipedia is cited as a useful 
resource and while there’s a limited amount brands can do to control 
the content of the online encyclopaedia, they should at the very least 
ensure relevant pages are factually correct. 



 
On average a journalist will use 2.6 different social media channels to 
research a story. 
 
Throughout the results, official corporate channels are considered 
more useful than independent channels on the same platforms.  
 
Despite its vast reach, Facebook is considered one of the least useful 
channels by journalists, which is most likely due to the fact that 
businesses tend to use it as a platform for consumer engagement 
rather than sharing detailed company information.  
 
While journalists might not always find social media as useful as we 
would expect, they certainly include it in their research and therefore 
it’s important that businesses ensure they are using these channels 
to best effect.  

“Allows me access to 
immediate news, 

especially useful around 
live current events like 

the London riots.” 

“Sometimes it’s the 
easiest way to get hold 

of people in more 
senior positions email 
doesn't always catch 

their attention.” 



Social media 
channels 

used 

We asked the participating journalists to tell us on which of the 
leading social media platforms they have accounts that are used for 
professional purposes. 
 
Twitter is the clear leader with 86 percent of journalists telling us that 
they have an account for professional use. This is not surprising, since 
the service enables fast, concise communication and is a great tool for 
keeping track of the activity of a business or particular individual you 
might be interested in.  
 
The lesson is pretty clear; if you 
 want to engage with journalists, 
 you need to be on Twitter.  
 
LinkedIn comes a close second, 
demonstrating that it’s more  
than just a recruitment site.  
 

“Twitter has 
advantages over email 
because it allows you 

to pick and choose 
who speak to rather 

than being spammed 
and bombarded.” 
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Over 40 percent of journalists say they have a Facebook account 
which is used for professional purposes.  
 
While some may balk at the idea of using Facebook for work, it’s 
worth bearing in mind that for many young professionals the social 
network is an essential communication channel and it’s not surprising 
that increasing numbers of them use it to manage their professional 
relationships.  
 
Google+ ranked comparatively lowly, but this is hardly surprising since 
the new social network is still very much at the experimental stage for 
journalists as well as businesses.  
 
Only time will tell if we see greater adoption amongst the media.  

“It's a grapevine. I 
might pick up tips 
there, but I tend 
not to use it to 

research articles.” 
 

“Social media allows 
me to be interactive 
and engage with 
audience in real time.” 



We asked participants to tell us, of all the social channels they are 
present in, which they are happy for PR professionals to contact 
them through, depending on whether or not they have an existing 
relationship with them. 
  
 
We also included  
phone, email  
and Skype/IM  
for the sake of  
comparison.  
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The results unequivocally show that the vast majority of journalists 
are perfectly happy for PR execs to contact them via email, even if 
they have no established relationship. Similarly, phone calls are still 
welcome, although a higher number said this is only the case if they 
already know the PR. 
  
As far as social channels are concerned, most of  
the journalists who use Twitter are happy to be contacted by PR 
people, with just 15 percent saying that no PR contact at all is 
welcome. Facebook, understandably, is the social channel where PR 
contact is least welcome. 
 
While email and phone calls may still be many journalists’ preferred 
means of communication with PR executives, social media has a 
growing role to play. 

Preferred methods of 
communications 



The first thing we can draw from our research is that it’s clear that 
the vast majority of journalists use social media to help with their 
jobs, whether as a channel for communicating with contacts or as an 
information source when researching articles.   
 
But what’s also clear is that the claims that journalists are turning 
away from traditional communications channels and information 
sources in favour of social media are somewhat premature. Press 
releases and corporate websites are still cited as being more useful 
information resources than social media channels, and more 
journalists said that PR contact was welcome via phone calls and 
emails than through any of their social media channels.  
 
Social media is undoubtedly growing in importance and PR strategies 
must evolve to account for the new environment, but traditional PR 
channels remain highly influential and therefore brands should not 
be too hasty in abandoning traditional media relations skills and 
practices.  
 
The fact that journalists do not find social media channels to be as 
useful information sources as press releases and corporate websites 
suggests that businesses need to pay more attention to how these 
channels are implemented and whether they are being used as 
effectively as they could be.  

Conclusion  



1. Listen first. Make sure you’re following key journalists in 
your market and paying attention to what they’re talking 
about on Twitter and other channels.  
 

2. Be mindful that journalists are likely to use social media 
channels to research your company. Make sure all of your 
branded channels are up-to-date and offer content that is of 
genuine value.  
 

3. Don’t assume journalists are always happy to be contacted 
through social media – find out which channels they prefer 
you to reach them on, just as you’d ask whether they prefer 
phone or email.  
 

4. Your corporate blog is one of the most powerful 
communication tools at your disposal. Invest appropriate 
resources to ensure it is regularly updated with great 
content.  
 

5. Don’t treat social media as just another channel to push out 
press releases and marketing collateral, use each channel in 
a way that adds value.  
 

6. Take time to understand the etiquette and nuances of the 
different social media channels you want to reach out to 
journalists through.  

Best practice for engaging 
journalists through social media 



 
For more information about the report, please contact 
Lance Concannon  
Text 100 UK Digital Lead  
+44 (0)20 8846 0769   
lance.concannon@text100.co.uk 
 
Our UK team blog www.text100-uk.com 
 
Text 100 
The Triangle 
5-17 Hammersmith Grove 
London 
W6 0LG 

Text 100 is an award-winning public relations consultancy with teams in 
26 offices around the world. We aim to help shape the most influential 

conversations for our clients and their industries. Our approach is based 
on gaining a deep understanding of business goals and audience drivers, 

before then recommending relevant and targeted communications 
strategies. We use a wide range of integrated tactics to shape the 

conversations that are influencing customers, whether they be 
consumers or business decision makers. Focused on results we can drive 

a variety of creative activities from traditional media engagement and 
events to community building and management, as well as training in-

house teams to be powerful brand advocates online. 
www.text100.com 
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